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 DNSIf you have a direct connection from your Azure-based virtual network to Azure DNS, you can specify your NSX load
balancer VIP. For more information about Azure Direct Connect connections, see [Connections to Azure Direct Connect](../../..

/../../../prepare-for-vsphere-azure/vsphere-use-azure-direct-connect-vsphere/connect-to-azure-direct-connect-vsphere-
azure.md#2-connect-to-azure-direct-connect). To create a direct connection to Azure DNS, use the `AzureDNSDirectConnect`

configuration option. For more information, see [Azure Direct Connect and Azure Direct DNS]( If you do not have a direct
connection to Azure DNS, specify `AzureDNS` as the DNS option.Specify the IP address or hostname of the VMware NSX

load balancer you want to be the DNS server. You can enter either the IPv4 or IPv6 address. For more information about
entering the NSX load balancer VIP into DNS, see [Specify the VIP of an NSX load balancer as an IP address or hostname](../..
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/../../../../../certs/NSX-HA-VIP-as-IP/NSX-HA-VIP-as-IP.md#2-specify-the-vip-of-an-nsx-load-balancer-as-an-ip-address-or-
hostname).Q: How to design a GUI in c++ I am new to c++ and have been working on c++ for 2 years. I am making an

application which reads text from a pdf file and turns it into plain text. For the pdf file I am using PDF4Net. I want to make the
user interface using the GUI builder in Visual Studio. Can you please provide some links to tutorials on how to use visual studio

for c++. The application I have been working on is based on winform. Thanks for your time. A: The easiest way is to use the
wizard that Visual Studio generates for you for creating a "standard" Winforms application. Then add your application code into

a.cpp file and compile. There f3e1b3768c
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